
Bear 2: Doing Good
Trust Gap

Bear 1: Avoid Doing Harm
Context Matters

The conceptualisation of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is subject to be

dependent on country-specific variables. Originally, the concept of CSR is based on

western principles (Fukukawa & Teramoto, 2009). Consequently, CSR, per se, in the

Japanese context is much less adopted than in western companies and is conversely

exposed in the values and principles adopted within the organisation (Fukukawa &

Teramoto, 2009). Moreover, the context matters because CSR is deeply rooted in

cultural and historical factors of the local culture (Kolk & Lenfant, 2010). The

responsibilities that a certain firm chooses to prioritise in its CSR strategy depends to a

large extent on the needs of the home base country (Kolk & Lenfant, 2010). 

In Toyota’s CSR strategy and as seen through the Toyota Environmental Challenge

2050, environmental responsibilities prevail and seem to be more organised and deeply

rooted as compared to the social responsibilities. However, it remains mainly about

reducing negative externalities as their plan revolves around cutting their CO2

emissions. A concrete creation of positive externalities is still missing. Furthermore, in

the United States, where Toyota has numerous manufacturing plants, CSR is

predominantly presumed to have a responsive approach rather than a responsible one

(van Tulder, 2018). The American business culture is characterised by individualism and

short-term performance. As Toyota is a transnational company (i.e. “learn local, act

global"), taming the cultural, administrative and governance distance is of utmost

importance when it comes to the management of its overseas plants, dealerships, and

distributors. As such, Toyota may hope to prevent a clash between cultures in the west

and the values and the missions of the company that have been established in an Asian

market.

Transitioning to a higher level of ICR comes with numerous gaps, one being the trust

gap (Van Tulder, 2018). Despite the fact that managers may be genuine about their

motivations with regards to sustainability, they still face distrust from the general public

(Van Tulder, 2018). By lingering on the case of Japan and the outcome of the 2019

Edelman Trust Barometer, with a score of 39 (i.e. 60-100 being the levels of trust), we

can deduce that Japan is still, to some extent, distrusted by the public to properly

address these issues (Edelman, 2019). Furthermore, the safety recall crisis that occurred

in 2010 and the way Toyota dealt with the issue reinforces the vision customers may

have towards the credibility of the company’s sustainable objectives. What appeared

to be a recall for safety issues became a vast scandal where Toyota ignored the

problem until it was forced to take action and communicate the measures taken

(Hemus, 2011). Toyota has had a reputation for high quality and efficiency through its

TPS of lean manufacturing and just-in-time inventory system. Thus, accepting that

failure occurs in the safeness of its vehicles may have been shameful for the company

(Hemus, 2011). By denying the crisis, at first, the company took a reactive approach and

worsened the trust it had with its customers and broader stakeholders. 

Despite the introduction of the ‘Toyota Global Vision’ that reflects the lessons learned

from the recall crisis, the company must engage in concrete actions to restore the

public’s trust and prove that stakeholders can actively believe in Toyota to “do the right

thing”. Certainly, restoring trust within all three societal actors (i.e. market, civil society,

state) is at the chore of tackling wicked problem such as climate emergency. Any

sector failing to sustain trust, in this case the market (Toyota) with civil society

(customers), put at risk the overall societal trust (Chen et al., 2020). 
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MaaS (Mobility as a Service) strategy

Driving Toyota's ICR to the next level
"We will lead the way to the future of mobility, enriching lives around the world with the safest and most

responsible way of moving people."

At first, Toyota was intrinsically motivated for

internationalisation which was followed by

extrinsic motives due to the concentration within

the industry and the pressure from its competitors.

Now, Toyota is a transnational company capable

of local responsiveness while keeping a globally

integrated vision: "Learn Local, Act Global". 

Incidents: Major recalls due to defect in 2010,

Increase in fuel prices US, Japan trade war in

1980’s

Structural: Polluting Industry and the increase of

CO2 levels, MADE-factors  (electrification of

vehicles)

Systemic: Exhaustion of natural resources,

Climate emergency

As a B2B company, Toyota established long-

standing and collaborative partnerships with its

suppliers while supporting them to always

deliver higher quality (Sutton, 2018). Through a

culture of continuous improvement (i.e. Kaizen

Strategy) and its principle “Customer First”,

Toyota has the objective to create value for the

customers throughout its entire value chain

(Chiarini, Baccarani, & Mascherpa, 2018).

Effectively dealing with the context-specific nature of CSR

imposes a leadership challenge. Transnational leaders such as,

Akio Toyoda, have to adequately communicate the values and

missions of the company overseas. Through its leadership style,

Toyoda has to foster the collectivist values portrayed by the

company and make sure those are applied within the plants in

overseas western subsidiaries.

Apart from a more transparent leadership style and

communication strategy, the company must show credibility to

customers in particular through concrete actions towards the

achievement of its sustainability objectives, hence the relevance

of the materiality matrix. The next step to get out of a reactive

approach is by integrating its sustainability plan (both social and

environmental) at the core of its business activities by effectively

aligning its strategy with the SDGs (van Tulder, 2018).

Toyota is currently moving from a

reactive to an active approach. The

company is beyond the stage where it

engages in sustainability for compliance

or reputational purpose. However, the

departments are on different transition

phases. Motivations with regards to HRM

and Innovation, the frontrunner

departments, are categorised as active. 
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Bears on the Road

From Reactive to Active
Transition Pathway

Internationalisation

Toyota is a family-owned company that

transformed into a limited company listed on the

London, New York and Tokyo stock exchange. It

is a public, for profit company focused on the

production of private goods, which places

Toyota on the market-civil society interface (Van

Tulder & Van Mil, 2019).

Governance

Trigger EventsValue Chain

Founded in 1937 by Akio Toyoda

Headquarters in Toyota City, Japan

Main Business Activities: Production of

Motor Vehicles 

360,000 employees worldwide

Toyota at a glance

Lead Firm
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Supplier
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Intention-Realization Gap

Intention

Realisation

RecommendationRecommendation

TOYOTA PARTNERSHIP
PORTFOLIO

Strategic partnerships for the procurement of
batteries for EV and partnership with universities

and research institutes

Annual Grants Capital Alliance to gain market share

TRANSFORMATIONAL INTEGRATIVE

TRANSACTIONALPHILANTHROPIC

Mapping the Motivations

While supply chain, marketing, finance and natural sourcing are still categorised as reactive. As such,

Toyota is still in the internal alignment phase. To move further, Toyota needs to engage its employees in

its sustainability efforts, across every departments. 

As visible in the figure alongside, the result of the

mapping exercise (Better Business Scan, 2020)

places Toyota on the capability route (i.e. route

C). The company’s intention outrights the

realisation, yet the intention-realisation gap is

quite small. 

Sector and Distance

CSR Strategy and SDG Approach
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The environmental challenges at Toyota are already coherently linked to the SDGs through the ‘Toyota

Environmental Challenge 2050’, while the achievement of the social initiatives lacks clarification (Toyota,

2019, b). However, those objectives still largely revolve around lessening negative externalities.

Toyota engages in all four different

types of partnerships; from

philanthropic such as annual grants to

environmental organisations to

transformational partnerships with ride-

sharing service companies that aim at

transitioning Toyota into a mobility

company. However, the number of

cross-sector partnerships is insufficient.

Toyota should view these types of

partnerships as an opportunity to

evolve in its own industry while bridging

the gap between its reactive approach

and a more pro-active engagement. 

Partnership Portfolio

The presented challenges are tipping points for internal alignment. Toyota is on the merge of becoming active but being proactive is the ultimate

objective that it should set in the long-run. Chen et al. (2020) claims that achieving trust and cooperation among all societal actors is the

ultimate attitude on the collaborative route. Hence, systemic changes come with cross-sector partnerships, an additional challenge for Toyota...

(Toyota, 2020) & (Toyota, 2019, a)
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Route B: The Materiality Dilemma

The materiality dilemma is a barrier for companies engaging in 
sustainability reporting. The materiality matrix is a tool that allows to 
uncover which societal challenges are most important to stakeholders 
and companies, and hence are considered material for inclusion in 
sustainability programs. According to the GRI (2013), the purpose of a 
materiality matrix is to foster disclosure transparency and avoid 
fabrication. However, given that no regulatory body exists for this type 
of reporting, the materiality matrix is largely a voluntary exercise (Jebe, 
2017). Nonetheless, when used correctly, the materiality matrix is an 
insightful tool that builds credibility both inside (reporting system) and 
outside of the firm (report users) (Jebe, 2017). 

Ørsted’s materiality matrix is a rather reactive tool. Research by Jebe
(2017) shows that many companies encounter difficulties in including 
all relevant stakeholders and in understanding their role in the 
materiality determination process (MD process). Although Ørsted
proposes a materiality matrix in its 2019 sustainability report, the 
company lacks transparency concerning the selection process of its 
stakeholders, their engagement and their identity. In fact, it seems that 
stakeholder engagement is minimized and that Ørsted frames issues 
from its perspective. Moreover, Ørsted possibly selects “friendly” 
stakeholders and uses both a public and internal matrix. Lastly, the 
positioning of ‘Reuse and recycling of materials’, ‘Energy efficiency’ and 
‘Access to green energy in developing countries’ is questionable.  
To overcome this barrier, Ørsted will need to increase transparency in 
the selection of its stakeholders beyond friendly stakeholders, their 
identity and engagement in the MD process. Moreover, if internal and 
external matrices are used, they will require alignment. A suggestion is 
to align with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and to foster 
disclosure transparency with regard to internal processes, thereby 
building credibility and creating a valuable tool for strategic planning. 
Lastly, the importance of certain issues should be revisited. 

The Analytical Model4

Sunk Costs

Bears on the road

Next Level ICR

Industry & Distance

Ø Renewable energy sector
Ø Administrative distance
Ø Economic distance

Ø The Materiality Dilemma
Ø Reversing Materiality
Ø Partnering Portfolios

Path Dependency

Ørsted is a semi-private utility company owned 
by 50.1% by the Danish state and listed on the 
Nasdaq Copenhagen with a market cap of 
414.33B DKK (Ørsted:DC, 2020). Therefore, 
Ørsted qualifies as a type 7 company (Van 
Tulder, 2020). Moreover, in terms of the 
societal triangulation theory, Ørsted is situated 
at tier 3: strategic or active business case (Van 
Tulder, 2018b)

Vision: “A world running entirely 
on green energy.”Ø Founded: 1973

Ø Semi-private utility company
Ø HQ: Fredericia, Denmark
Ø Employees (FTE): 6,526
Ø Market Cap: 414.33B DKK

The materiality matrix is a reactive, backward-looking measure that is 
better at identifying risks than opportunities (Van Tulder, 2018b). For 
Ørsted to move along the proactive route D, the company will need to 
reverse materiality by taking on a future-oriented approach through 
use of SDGs to guide strategy. This implies taking an outside-in 
approach (Van Tulder, 2018b). 

Currently, Ørsted states that it directly contributes to SDG 7 and SDG 
13, and indirectly contributes to other SDGs. The company is focused 
on enhancing positive externalities and mitigating negative 
externalities related to their core business and the global green shift 
(Ørsted, 2019a). What is apparent is that the sustainability programs 
put in place for SDG 7 and 13 (‘To align our business with climate 
science’) are directly related to Ørsted’s core business. Therefore, one 
cannot conclude that the company took a very proactive outside-in 
approach in connecting these SDGs to its core business. Moreover, 
the materiality analysis as discussed in the previous bear is flawed 
which adds to diminishing the credibility of the company taking a 
proactive stance. Furthermore, Ørsted has put in place ‘indirect’ 
sustainability programs ‘to address potential impacts of the green 
energy transformation’ for SDG 8, 11, 12, 14 and 15 and ‘to ensure 
responsible business practices’ for SDG 3, 5 and 16 (Ørsted, 2019b). 
However, there is a mismatch between what is considered of high 
importance to the company’s business strategy in the materiality 
matrix and how many of them are directly addressed through the 
SDGs apart from the core business. Moreover, it appears Ørsted has 
taken an inside-out approach by framing the actions in such a way 
that these sustainability programs positively affect the SDGs.  As such 
Ørsted departed from its flawed materiality analysis to connect its 
sustainability programs to the SDGs. To adopt a proactive stance, the 
company should reason outside-in by actively engaging with the SDGs 
and then formulating sustainability programs. In doing so, Ørsted
should attempt to create positive externalities beyond the core  

business and create external alignment.

Business units
Ø Offshore 

wind
Ø Onshore 

Wind
Ø Markets & 

Bioenergy

Ø Product
Offshore wind is the business unit of 
interest to the analysis.

Ø Position in the value chain
Ørsted is an upstream renewable 
energy company operating an end-to-
end value chain. The company works in 
a supplier-driven chain with B2B. 

Ø Internationalization
Ørsted is a global company operating in 
the US, the UK, Continental Europe and 
Asia-Pacific. In 2020, Ørsted launched a 
new global operating model allowing to 
balance global scale advantages with 
local proximity (Ørsted, 2019a).

Ø Governance
Ørsted has a two-tier management 
structure consisting of the Board of 
Directors and Executive Management 

Ø Revision of current 
sustainability reporting 
practices

Ø Transparent 
sustainability reporting

Ø Adoption of outside-in 
approach instead of an 
inside-out approach

Ø Actively engaging with 
the SDGs instead of 
indirectly with most

Ø Creation of positive 
externalities beyond 
core business

Ø External alignment to 
become proactive
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The Better Business 
Scan and the mapping 

of ICR motivations 
show the same result. 

The intention of Ørsted 
is to be proactive, while 

the realization of the 
company is active. This 
latter statement agrees 
with the ICR mapping 

technique pointing the 
company towards an 
active business case.

Link2

Societal Triangulation

Intention: Proactive > Realization: Active

Intention vs. Realization 
Gap: Active vs. Proactive

Partnership Portfolio

Route D: Reversed Materiality

Ørsted’strigger events

2006
Liberalization 
of the energy 

market

2007
Failed IPO 
attempt

2007-2008
Financial 

crisis

2009
Failed coal-
fired project 
in Germany
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2016
Successful
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Value 
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shift
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The Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) is the largest sovereign wealth fund in the world and is regulated by the Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM). It was started after a 
large oilfield was found and to regulate the profit made from the oil and to ensure economic stability the GPFG was created in the end of the 1990’s (NBIM, 2020a). The fund also invests but only abroad 
and therefore has investments worldwide (Næss, 2019). NBIM communicates a lot on investment plans and is very clear that a main concern is that stability is key in order to sustain intergenerational 
distribution and ensure a wealthy economy for the coming years. However, there are consistencies in their intentions and actions that need to be addressed.

Trigger events
Paris Agreement

Financial crisis

3rd industrial revolution →

renewable energy is 

becoming more accessible, 

fossil fuels less popular

Sunk Costs

- Value Chain: Next to 
the value chain as a 
financial structure 
adding value to 
others

- Product: oil and 
investments

- Internationalization: 
between reactive 
and active

- Governance: Public
pension fund

With interrater reliability, we were able to 
complete the better business scan (Duurzaam
Bedrijfsleven, 2020) which helped us with 
determining the position of NBIM. What became 
clear quite quickly is that the general alignment of 
NBIM lies between reactive and active. NBIM is 
walking the capabilities route, which means they 
are doing most of their activities regarding 
sustainability to improve their reputation (Van 
Tulder, 2018b). Their unique orientation (see 
societal triangulation) is an explanation for this.  
Because the Norwegian citizens are the ultimate 
shareholder, the public opinion is of great value in 
this organization. Today, the Norwegian citizens 
want NBIM to not invest in companies that do not 
comply with ethical and sustainable guidelines 
(Wirth, 2018). NBIM has agreed to this and is in 
that regard on the right track, with a transparent 
report on sustainability strategy and a blacklist of 
companies that do not follow the list of universally 
accepted guidelines (Clark & Monk, 2010; NBIM, 
2020b). However, the whole reason for the 
existence of the GPFG is oil, which is a fossil fuel 
that is criticized increasingly today because of its 
damage to the environment. NBIM’s challenge is 
to incorporate sustainability not inly in their 
investment plans but also core strategy, thereby 
walking the collaborative route (Van Tulder, 
2018b). For this to happen their realization needs 
to match their intention, which will decrease the 
intention-realization gap (Van Tulder, 2018b). The 
analytical scheme provides a visual representation 
of the change that NBIM should go through to 
realize this plan.

For mapping the motivations, the 
group came together and discussed 
what they think made most sense. 
It improved interrater-reliability, 
since some opinions differed on 
where to place NBIM and after 

discussion it was discovered that 
there are many different ways to 
interpret the mapping technique. 
However, in the end we all agreed 
that NBIM can be placed between 

reactive and active.

GPFG is a financial company regulated 
by NBIM, which means they can be 

positioned in the state sector. 
However, ultimate shareholder is the 

Norwegian citizen, so the GPFG can be 
positioned between State and Public.

The main reason for the emerging of the GPFG was the discovery of one of 
the biggest oil sources in the world. Nowadays, it is widely known that fossil fuels 
are finite and additionally harmful to ecosystems (Tallis & Kareiva, 2005), which makes 
the reputation of GPFG fragile. A change is needed, but this is difficult for a large SWF like               
GPFG. This dilemma is called the incumbent’s curse (Van Tulder, 2018b). Companies that are 
incumbent are large and dominant in their particular sector, which applies to NBIM.
Because they are very used to their way of operating and have a lot of vested interests it is quite 
difficult to adapt to new changes. Instead, incumbents make the mistake of altering small concepts 
in their strategy just to look like they are trying to change but really their core stays the same. 
GPFG unfortunately also seems to do this. They have a very transparent way of reporting on 
sustainability with a specific blacklist for companies that they do not invest in because they do not 
adhere to a certain list of ethical and sustainable guidelines (NBIM, 2020b). However, a 
fundamental change is needed in their operations to positively impact climate change (SDG13;
Van Tulder, 2018a) 

Bears On The Road

Avoid doing harm (A/B): 
The Incumbent’s Curse

Industry and distance

Administrative distance:
Avoiding risk (financial sector) 

Bears on the road 
Incumbent’s curse

Partnering challenge

Getting ICR to the next 
level

- Transformational 
partnerships

- Align realization 
with intention

- Change through 
innovation

Transition pathway
- Intention – realization gap

- From reactive/active to 
proactive

Doing More Good (C/D): 
Partnership challenge

The second bear on the road for NBIM is a common challenge for many 
companies. To thrive in today’s global economy, it is very important to have                                         

the right partners. As explained by Austin & Seitanidi (2012), partnerships can have   
different levels of meaning for an organization. Unfortunately, most partnerships that 

NBIM has are not aligned to their corporate strategy. These partnerships are mostly 
philanthropic or transactional. For example, they have a partnership with CDP Water 

Disclosure which is solely a sponsorship that requires little effort from NBIM but also does not 
change anything in their strategy. NBIM should invest more time in establishing transformational 

partnerships that require time, these partnerships are needed to bring about systemic change 
(Van Tulder, 2018b). Cross-sector partnerships are needed for this and NBIM is already on the 

right track in this regard. Many of their partnerships, albeit philanthropic, transactional or 
integrative are based in a sector other than the financial one. Most of them are regarding 

sustainability reporting and climate action, which aligns with SDG 13 and SDG17 (Van Tulder,
2018a) NBIM values the SDGs a lot and reports on their strategy to address as many 

SDGs as possible (NBIM, 2018) so they can be considered a frontrunner in their sector. Still, 
establishing the right partnerships through strategic alignment is a 

bear on the road that needs to be considered when taking 
ICR to the next level.  

The visual representation of the analytical 

scheme as explained by Van Tulder (2018b) 

can be found on the right. It summarizes the 

current situation of NBIM and what needs to 

happen for them to reach a new level of ICR 

and making a global, proactive case for 

business sustainability. The bears on the road 

are also included as intervening variables.

NBIM can be considered a frontrunner in 

their sector since they are already doing good 

by divesting in companies that are not on the 

right track for sustainability. (NBIM, 2020b) 

Moreover, they are very transparent in 

sustainability reporting and spend a lot of 

time and interest in making sure the SDGs and  

their sub targets are implemented (NBIM, 

2018). 

Still there are problems that need to be 

addressed and solved for NBIM to walk the 

collaborative route. Even though their 

investments are well thought out, their 

partnerships are sometimes lacking essence. 

They are present but do not necessarily add 

anything to their CSR strategy. A reason for

this could be NBIM wanting to avoid risk 

because of their responsibility towards the 

Norwegian Citizens.

Transformational partnerships are necessary 

for making the initial fundamental changes 

in operations. These transformational 

partnerships can then help in making 

systemic changes.

Together with innovation, new solutions can 

potentially be found for the GPFG and its 

revenue, which should not be completely 

dependent on fossil fuels. As Bear 1 

indicated, change is difficult for a company 

as big and incumbent as NBIM. However, 

with the right intentions and innovation, 

systemic change can be brought about and 

NBIM can walk the collaborative route as a 

proactive organization.



Exelon’s ability to move towards an active/ proactive attitude is limited by the context in which the company is operating. Exelon
operates in the U.S. and must consider its legal environment in which sustainable strategies are developed. Besides, the so-called
American ‘claim’ culture makes it difficult for companies to admit wrongdoing, making ‘trial and error’ processes and experiments
difficult (van Tulder, 2018a). As a result, CSR is mostly understood to be a responsive strategy rather than a responsible business.
Because of this ‘claim’ culture it is challenging for Exelon to work on obtaining a so-called ‘license to experiment’. However, in order to
get out of the reactive route and move towards an active route, it is necessary that companies work on both their ‘license to operate’
as their ‘license to experiment’ (van Tulder, 2018a). 
In addition, the lack of federal intervention forms a barrier to Exelon’s sustainable strategies. Exelon produces 36% zero-emissions
energy of which 16% is wind, solar or hydropower and 20% is nuclear energy. However, the lack of renewable energy in the U.S.
energy mix is not the result of intrinsic problems with the technology employed or the cost of generation (Heiman, 2006). Instead, the
rather weak implementation may be attributed to broader forces exacerbated by market restructuring. Energy companies need
strong and reliable federal intervention to enable certain sustainable business strategies, e.g. to support renewable energy. Unlike the
U.S., several Western countries (e.g. Norway and Sweden) are facilitating the transition to renewable energy through a carbon tax that
accounts for emission externalities (Heiman, 2006). Exelon is consistently advocating for the same policy in the U.S., that would enable
them to achieve their clean energy objectives (Exelon, 2020). However, the political environment in the U.S. shows that they are not
willing to implement this carbon tax yet. The lack of proper energy prices and regulatory policies makes the necessary increase in the
share of renewable energy sources challenging (Haas et al., 2008).

Barrier 2: technology trap

Social Triangulation

The technology trap is a barrier that may occur when companies move from sustainability as a norm to sustainability as a strategy (van
Tulder, 2018a). Companies are often inclined to opt for technological solutions to take a more active route on sustainability strategies.
However, these technologies are often “end-of-pipeline” technologies focused on pollution control rather than preventing pollution in
the first place. These technologies are often reactively motivated to reduce negative externalities (van Tulder, 2018a). Furthermore,
these kinds of technologies lower the motivation for more preventive and fundamental interventions in which the root causes of the
problem are addressed.  
Nuclear energy may be such an end-of-pipeline solution (van Tulder, 2018a). Exelon is one of the largest nuclear plant operators in the
U.S. (Morris & Oska, 2008). Exelon argues that nuclear energy is crucial to achieve its 80% reduction goal in GHG emissions by 2050
(Exelon, 2019). Nuclear energy emits no GHGs, is available on the grid at all times (also in extreme weather conditions), and it creates
more jobs than other renewable energy sources (Exelon, 2019). According to Exelon, alternative energy sources do emit carbon and
would cost customers more. However, nuclear energy creates major safety and storage problems (van Tulder, 2018a). Nuclear energy
production poses the risk of accident on its installations and the production of radioactive wastes (Fiore, 2006). The use of nuclear
energy as a long-term, sustainable solution can therefore be disputed. It may be a solution to the limitations of fossil energies, but
Exelon must cope with the important shortcomings. However, despite decades of attempts, the nuclear industry has not yet found an
effective solution for managing spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste (Ramana, 2018). This is due to experiences of failure and
accidents, but also due to social concerns and lack of public acceptance. The expansion of nuclear energy is therefore limited by the
absence of a sustainable solution to waste. 

For Exelon to shift to a more proactive attitude with regards to their sustainability strategies, they have to shift their focus from nuclear
energy to other clean energy sources. However, to ensure reliability and availability of energy, nuclear energy does not have to be
abandoned. Instead, the advice is to shift focus to wind energy and to use nuclear energy as complementor. Proven is that thirty states
in the U.S could generate all their electricity from wind energy (Deyette et al., 2003). Wind energy has also already proven to be
competitive with levelized and subsidized costs, partly because of tax credits and development grants (Heiman, 2006). Besides that,
this strategy would appeal more to external stakeholders, which would drive Exelon towards the external alignment phase (results
Better Business Scan, 2019).

American Fortune 100 energy company and thus
America’s leading competitive energy provider 
 (Exelon, 2020). 
Exelon operates in 48 states, in all stages of the
value chain: it provides, markets, transmits, and
distributes electricity and natural gas.
Largest number electricity/ natural gas customers 

Exelon has approximately 33,400 employees
Generates revenues of approximately $33.5 billion

in the U.S. (approximately 10 million)

Driving ICR to the next level Company overview

Partnership Wildlife 
Habitat Council

 & migratory fish passages

Investment in clean 
energy portfolio (36%)

98% water is returned 
to source 

& monitoring drought risk

Helping customers 
save energy 

& 21 LEED-certified buildings

Barrier 1: context matters 

Intention-Realization 

Sustainability strategy
Enhancing environment

Analytical model

Minimizing impacts

Strong focus on 
preventing waste & managing 

nuclear fuel safely

Emergencyplans, 
information nights, 
education programs

Trigger events
9/ 11 attacks triggered new security measures. 

The cancellation of the Waxman-Markey cap-and-

The introduction of improved natural gas fracking 

These included increased security, better 
protection from cyber-attacks, harden defenses 
of nuclear facilities (Exelon, 2019).

trade bill on carbon emissions in 2011 (Fox, 2016).
Government actions are negatively impacting 
Exelon's electric markets. As a result, Exelon 
threatened to close down its nuclear power plant 
unless it receives government aid. 

technology causes natural gas prices to drop. 
The increasing demand of natural gas, challenges
Exelon's sustainability strategy to produce
renewable energy. Several nuclear energy projects
of Exelon are delayed or cancelled (Fox, 2016).

Mapping motives

Internationalization
Exelon operates only in the U.S and Canada, in a highly regulated
market. This requires local presence which requires a multi-domestic
approach (van Tulder, 2018a). The essence of a multi-domestic
approach is its focus on the need to be responsive to each local
environment to achieve local competitive advantage (Yip, 1989).
Having a multi-domestic approach is challenging because of the
associated efficiency problems (van Tulder, 2018). Each state has its
own clean energy policies and Exelon must be actively engaged in
these developments (Exelon, 2019)..

Exelon has a for-profit
orientation which aims at
producing private goods.
However, Exelon Corporation
and its subsidiaries are largely
involved in legislative, regulatory
and public policy issues at all
state levels (Exelon
Corporation Compliance &
Ethics Policy, 2020).

Exelon is on the end of the capability route+activation route. According
to the results of the better business scan, the main challenge for Exelon
is to develop a sustainability strategy that appeals to external
stakeholders. If this challenge is addressed, Exelon can move towards
the external alignment phase (results Better Business Scan, 2019).

Exelon’s sustainable strategies are incentivized or disincentivized by governmental regulations, legislation, and policies. Therefore, the
advice for Exelon is to partner up with its competitors (such as PG&E Corporation, Dynegy and Southern Company) to enlarge its power
and legitimacy to lobby for support for sustainable energy strategies. This way, the necessary collaborative route is taken to drive
Exelon’s CSR to the next level. Exelon hasgoogle  to create partnerships with their competitors in order to increase their influence at
governmental levels to change the energy system. Exelon already has many cross-sectoral partnerships in place, they must now
expand this to partnerships with competitors.

Advice: context matters Advice: technology trap 

(Exelon, 2020)

(Van Tulder, 2018b)

(Exelon, 2019) (van Tulder, R & van Mil, E, 2021)

(van Tulder, 2018a)



Circular 
economy

Hydrogen

Biomethane

Biodiversity

Nuclear
Energy

Solar 
energy

ENGIE is already partnering with
numerous actors from both the state and
civil society sectors. However, bringing

ICR to the next level requires
partnerships which are
tripartite, over the bi-
partite collaboration the
company is currently
installing.

Partnership portfolio

Mapping the motives

Trigger events
- Fusion project ENGIE
- CEO influence: Isabelle Kocher has strongly 

influenced the transformation of the company 
(2016 – 2020)

- Energy transition requirement post Paris-
agreement. ENGIE aligns its strategy to the 
objectives of the conference.

- 2019 – PACTE law in France: favorable context 
for innovation within companies. Reduces the 
government stake in ENGIE

Inactive Reactive Active Proactive

Generic

Systemic approaches

ICR approaches

Supply chain

Marketing

ICR HRM

Finance

Internal sourcing

Innovation

Bear #1 – Avoiding harm
Heavy dependence on natural resources price

The energy sector is highly dependent upon the price of energy, which is known
to be highly fluctuant. Similarly to the danger of a lock-in, being dependent on a

single source of energy puts the company at great risk. In a context of shift
toward more renewable energy, the temptation to go back to non

renewable energy can sometimes be high, especially when
the costs of those energy (coal, gas) drops down. A solution

to this issue is that companies like ENGIE ensure that the
price of those resources remains high. This can be done

by partnering with policy-makers to ensure that those
harmful resources are taxed properly.

Solutions

Collaborating advantage through tripartite partnership: The diversification of partners 
can mitigate the exposure to other bears such as the technology trap. Although being 
on a got path to bring ICR to the next level, the company needs to further work on
external alignment in the whole industry.
In other word, it must continue walking the talk … but not alone. Indeed, while ENGIE 
is on the third level of the societal triangulation, reaching the four level require to 
create a partnering space in the energy sector. This has for instance been ambitioned 
with the market of CO2 which, although highly controversed, aimed at making a 
common pool of the CO2 emissions in Europe. 

Having a more systemic approach: The partnership portfolio shows a good 
collaboration with external actors. However, the partnerships are partitioned in different 
part of the energy sector. Solving the wicked issues that the company targets require a 
more holistic approach and partnership with the whole sector. Although very ambitious,
lobby to legal bodies to foster a climate of positive change seems to be necessary and 
in line with the objectives set by the company. 

Governance of global value chains

ENGIE governance is similar to the one of 
captive value chains. Indeed, the 
company is leading many small 
suppliers which are dependent 
upon it. The value chain 
cannot be characterized 
of hierarchy as there is 
not yet a strong vertical 
integration. Besides the 
degree of coordination 
is high but not as high 
as in the hierarchy type.
Furthermore, ENGIE has 
a  semi-public governance 
structure with a board advised 
by four committees.

Governance 
structure

Lead
firm

Captive
suppliers

Company information
Founded: 22 July 2008 by the merger of Gaz de France and Suez,
> Offers new ground and lessen the path dependency.
Headquarter: La Défense, France
Purpose: “accelerate transition towards a carbon-neutral economy”
Vision: Decarbonization, decentralization, digitalization
Values: Drive, commitment, daring, ambition
Employees: over 160.000
Presence: in 70 countries, on 5 continents
Composition: 67.7% public, 23.64% French state, 3.24% employees

Materiality Matrix

Climate Safety of
facilities

Communities

Innovation

Employee 
motivation

Sustainable growth

Customer 
satisfaction

Energy efficiency

Social dialogue

Agility

Risks

Cybersecurity

Financial strength

Ethics and
compliance

Preservation of 
environment

Human
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Shareholder policy
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Health and safety at work

Major challenges Crucial challenges

Bear #2 – Doing good: Change of leadership

Leadership is key to tackle wicked problems. The arrival of Isabelle Kocher, CEO of 
ENGIE from 2016-2020 active many routes towards sustainability such as exiting 
coal activities and high investment in renewable energies. However, the trap 
with highly connected and transformational leaders is that change 
often time rely on their charisma. In order for the change 

brought by the leader to be effective, society must take over
on the issues put on the agenda by this agent of change. 
In the context of ENGIE, the change of SEO in 2021, might
hinder the actions taken by the current board. 

3. Positive externalities3. Positive externalities3.
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State

Civil
Society

Market

Societal triangulation

After mapping ENGIE’s motives, one can consider the
company as active, with proactive ambitions. Mainly, its
employee involvement and innovative attitude tend to be
ambitious and proactive. Besides, its systemic approaches
also highlight an in-depth understanding of the competitive
advantage provided to first movers in the energy sector, which
participates of their mixed motives on the wicked issues.

Internationalization
Europe

of which 
France

Near and 
middle east

Latin America

North America

and Benelux

(in % of the total revenue)
78%

6.5%

6.9%
< 1%

3.1%

10%
41.1%

4.9%

Total revenue on 31/12/2018 = €60.6 billion

Asia and 
Oceania

Industry challenges
State regulation are different in each country (context matters)
Race for competitiveness
Agency duty towards subsidiaries 
Technology trap: development of technology might hinder 

motivations toward being proactive (lead to bandwagon effect).
Leadership change
Danger of a lock-in due too much reliance on some suppliers
Low-hanging fruit with cheap non-renewable energy sources

Intention-Realisation gap

Inactive

Active

Proactive

External 

alignm
ent

Liability Responsibility
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Reactive

Secondary motivations
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s Although there is a
gap between
ENGIE’s intention
and realizations: it
remains small as
ENGIE has
proactive intentions
while mainly active
actions.

Product portfolio

Thermal and 
renewable energy

Client 
solutions

Infrastructure

Enabling clients to
reduce their
consumption with
smart equipment

Networks adapted to
renewable energy
sources to ensure
continuity of supply

Hydropower, solar, on
and offshore wind,
biomass & production
of electricity from other
energy sources.

Mutually
reinforcing

Impact
First mover competitive 
advantage leading to 
sustained revenue

High employee
involvement

Continuity of the strategy, 
regardless of the board changes

CSR strategies
Expressed in ENGIE’s Corporate Social and 
Environmental Responsibility targets. Among other

Planet

People

- Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the 
production of electricity to 43 Mt in 2030. ENGIE 
has been awarded 2°C certification by the SBTi* 

- Increase the share of renewable energies in the 
power production capacity mix to 58%

- Respect planetary boundaries in line with Paris 
agreement.

Profit
- Creating sustainable value
- Redistributing benefits among employees, partners 

and stakeholders
- Ensuring responsible performance shared 

between all stakeholders

- Support and assist human development at ENGIE
- Bring together our ecosystem to accelerate the 

transition
- Focus on training and apprenticeship

In its integrated report, ENGIE states to be contributing 
to 12 out of the 17 SDGs by its action plan.



Value Chain 
Eletrobras’ value chain   is
hierarchical because the
complexity requires  full
firm integration: generation
to transmission. 

Inactive

In order to map the transition of Eletrobras’ ICR strategy, the Better
Business Scan was used. Eletrobras is currently on the collaborative
route between their realisation (active) and intention (proactive)
(11), and an intention-realisation gap is present. Eletrobras needs  to
turn its promises into performance by taking the advice under "Next
Level ICR" into consideration. 

Active

Reactive Proactive
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Transition Route and the Intention Realisation Gap

Generation and transmission of

electricity, mainly green 

Hierarchy 

60.9% wholly owned, rest

partially owned

Multi-domestic

Latin-American integration

Largest electricity firm  in Brazil

and  Latin-America

Semi-public

51% state-owned, rest public

Sunk Costs 

Product 

Value chain 

Internationalisation 

Size:

Governance

Decarbonisation, diversification,

decentralisation, digitalisation and

disruption

Small cultural distance

Government involvement 

Industry & Distance

Sector

Distance: 

Context matters

Partnering challenge

Bears on the Road

Realisation: Active Intention: Proactive

CSR does not have a universally approved definition and consequently holds different meanings
around the world (12). As Eletrobras is located outside of the Western world, it is important to put its
ICR strategy into the domestic context of Brazil. 

In Brazil, two ethical standards are accepted: the official code, highlighting integrity, and the
unofficial code, underlining opportunism (13). The acceptance of two contradicting ethical
standards leads to both a different perception of CSR compared to the Western world and large
discrepancies between the intention and realisation of Brazilian firms.
One issue that flows from this double standard is the presence of corruption. Corruption is a part of
Brazilian corporates’ daily life (14). Operation Lava Jato, or Car Wash, unravelled how deeply
entrenched corruption is in Brazil’s corporate world, by discovering a gigantic corruption scheme
involving the federal government and large corporations including Eletrobras (15) (8). While the
company is aware of the problems and its hindering on successful CSR practices (1), the deeply
rooted nature of accepting corrupt practices in Brazil make it difficult to eradicate the problem
altogether.
A second issue related to the Brazilian CSR approach is the neglect of companies towards
environmental damage who consequently set low standards for environmental sustainability (16).
Eletrobras for example does not consider biodiversity to be a material theme (1;17), while the
impact of its hydro plants on biodiversity has been found to be detrimental (4). The acceptance of
low environmental standards in the Brazilian CSR culture make it hard for Eletrobras to realise the
necessity of changing its practices. 

To remove the context matters barrier, Eletrobras needs to move towards a more globally accepted
perception of CSR in which corruption and environmental degradation are not accepted. First, the
firm needs to increase the awareness of this more Western CSR under its employees through
education and employee diversity (14). Second, the firm needs to impose a cultural change
following the five-step cultural change model: match strategy and culture,  focus on critical
behavioural shifts, honour the strengths, use formal and informal interventions and measure and
monitor the evolution (18). 

Firms that truly want to improve their ICR have to integrate the SDGs into their corporate strategy.
To increase the strategic relevance of the SDGs, firms have to engage in cross-sector and intra-
sector partnerships. In fact, the SDGs cannot be reached without partnerships (3).

Eletrobras aims to provide access to electricity to the entire Brazilian population in their ”Luz para
Todos” project, and thereby support SDG 7 (19). The project aims to serve 12 million people, mostly
located in rural areas of Brazil (19). The project combined the efforts from government
stakeholders, government affiliated stakeholders as banks and social programs, secondary
stakeholders as NGOs, community leaders, transmission firms and poor farmers (19). Eletrobras is
in charge of the project, by focusing on the financing, electricity generation and monitoring (19).
While the project reached more underserved people than expected, 13 million, several issues
remain. Many of the recipients refuse to pay for their electricity use and Eletrobras’ partners do not
acknowledge their responsibilities. Many of the relationships can be categorised as transactional
which hinders effective partnerships (20). 
Other partnerships of  Eletrobras, which can be seen in the partner portfolio, face similar issues as
Luz para Todos.  Cepel, the electric energy research centre, also faces issues due to misalignment
for example. The lack of strategic alignment hinders Eletrobras to move towards the next ICR level.
The fact that most partnerships focus on SDGs different from Eletrobras’ priority SDGs further
signals misalignment. 

To remove the partnering challenge Eletrobras has to focus on creating a strategic,cross-sectoral
partnership portfolio. The firm needs to strive for transformational partnerships and enhance their
activities related to SDG17. By creating proactive partnerships, Eletrobras could increase the
potential of projects as ”Luz para Todos”, and foster its sustainable innovative capabilites by
engaging in more inclusive innovation. 

Eletrobras needs to extend its partner portfolio with inter- and cross-sector collaborations. By
contributing to SDG17, Eletrobras will be able to work towards reaching the SDGs which will be beneficial
for all parties involved (3). To overcome their partnering challenge, Eletrobras has to increase their
external alignment and ensure all parties are moving in the same direction.

Eletrobras needs to adopt a more globally accepted perception of CSR by through education and a
change of the corporate culture (18). 

Besides being transparent about their negative externalities, Eletrobras has to actively aim for creating
more positive externalities to increase their corporate responsibility (6). Providing sustainable energy
sourcing can lead to many potential positive externalities, covering a.o. SDG1, SDG6, and SDG10 to 14.  

Eletrobras has to transform its closed/open innovation strategy towards an open/inclusive innovation
strategy. By collaborating with others and focusing on SDG9 and SDG17, its innovation can foster more
sustainable results (3).

The leadership style has to change from strategic to thought, to be able to address societal issues that
go beyond Eletrobras’ interests (6).

Overall, Eletrobras needs to both talk bigger and walk bigger: increase its standards through internal
alignment and collaborate with others through external alignment.

Initially, Eletrobras had intrinsic motivations for internationalisation in
the form of market-seeking. Currently, Eletrobras has extrinsic and
risk motivations for internationalisation, where it focuses on regional
integration of the electricity sector. It follows a multi-domestic
strategy where it tailors its products towards the host country
because of the heavily regulated nature of the industry. Eletrobras is
operating in Latin American countries, with rather low Cultural,
Administrative, Geographic and Economic distances (1)(6).

Internationalisation

Eletrobras is a public, for-profit company owned by 1.1
billion shareholders (1). The Brazilian government
owns 51% of the controlling shares, characterising
Eletrobras as a semi-public organisation(type 7)(1;2). 

Extend partner portfolio and

increase external alignment

SDG17

Adopt a global CSR view

Creating positive externalities

a.o. SDG1, SDG6, SDG10,

SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14

Closed/open to open/inclusive

innovation 

SDG9 SDG17

Strategic to thought

Talk bigger and walk bigger

Value Creation

Partnering

CSR

Profits 

Innovation

Leadership

Intention realisation gap

Driving Eletrobras' ICR to the next level

With this purpose, Eletrobras has
an active  CSR strategy.  Eletrobras
currently pursues its Sustainability
4.0 program:  the firm puts the
SDGs at the heart of their strategy 
 (5 priority SDGs above) and
connects all the firm’s actions to
social, environmental, governance
and financial dimensions

Level 1: Sources of failure: internal corruption (1)
Level 2: Negative externalities: biodiversity harm (4)
Level 3: Positive externalities: SDG focus (1)
Level 4: Collaborative action: green energy sector (1)

MP579 
Government reduces electricity prices
by relinquishing free pricing, causing
a 65% market value drop (7).

Lava Jato: Operation Carwash 
Brazilian corruption investigation finds
several scandals at Eletrobras (8),

3

4

Surprise Privatisation 
The Brazilian government announced it
wants to privatise Eletrobras, which will
change the company form (9).

Norges Bank Blacklist 
Big wealth fund blacklists Eletrobras
due to its ecological damage (10).

Electricity generation & transmission

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

€5 billion revenue 

96% from clean energy sources

14,369 employees

Company Overview Societal Positioning 

Bears on the Road

CSR Strategy

"We put all our energy into the
sustainable development of society"

Less GHG emissions from energy generation
Increase alternative energy sources
Closer generation to the consumer
increase energy efficiency and reduce costs
Changing technology and business models

According to Eletrobras (7), the main challenges of the Brazilian
energy sector are:

Sector Challenges

Decarbonisation
Diversification
Decentralisation
Digitalisation
Disruption

General analytical model

Intention-realisation gap

From active to proactive

Path Dependency

Next Level ICR

Route B: Avoid Doing Harm

Context Matters

Route D: Doing Good

Partnering Challenge
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Mapping Motives

Trigger Events
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(2)

Eletrobras engages in several partnerships from
philanthropic to transformational (3). The lack of
strategic alignment and connection however hinders
Eletrobras' transition towards the next ICR level. 

Partnerships 

(P.T.O.)

Founded in 1962

1

2

3

4

5

Inactive          Reactive          Active        Proactive

Generic

Systemic

ICR Approaches

Supply Chain

Marketing

HRM

Finance

Natural Sourcing

Innovation

The table provides an
overview of Eletrobras’
current ICR practices, as
discussed with fellow
students. Eletrobras is
mostly in the active ICR
stage, with some
dimensions remaining in
the reactive-active stage
(HRM) and others are
already  approaching the
proactive stage (ICR). To
get their ICR to the next
level, Eletrobras needs to
align all functional areas
towards a proactive
stage (6).



COMPANY INFORMATION6

BEAR ON THE ROAD #1 BEAR ON THE ROAD #2

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

CSR ACTIVITIES9

Phase 1                      Phase 2 Phase 3
Compliance Internal Alignment External Alignment

REACTIVE à ACTIVE

Significant Intention vs. Realization Gap

PARTNERSHIP 
PORTFOLIO

’Doing Good’ - Reversing Materiality ‘Avoiding Harm’ – Selection Bias

SOCIETAL 
TRIANGULATION17

A Utility Company’s Path Towards

As a semi-public utilities firm, Duke is
positioned between the market & the
state sector. Its position on the second
tier of intervention and engagement can
be described as the defensive business
case and is characterized by the ambition
to limit negative externalities.

Due to lacking involvement of
the civil society sector, an
institutional void can be
identified, where cross-sector
collaborations and partnerships
are missing. The firm’s fiduciary
duty needs to be broadened to
include its relationship with
society as a whole and to move
to a more active business case.

Semi-public utilities firm

Generation, transmission & 
distribution of energy 

De-internationalization strategy à
focus on domestic market growth

Largest electric power holding 
company in the US 

Corporate Governance 
Committee of Board of Directors 
à providing oversight over 
sustainability issues10

Triggering Events 
2014 coal ash spill 
scandal13

Rising consumer demand 
for more sustainable 
energy supply15

Increased commitment 
of utility companies 
towards global 
environmental standards 
(SDGs)5

For Duke Energy to reach higher levels of CSR, the dimensions
leadership, SDG focus and partnerships need to be strategically linked.
An enhanced cross-sectoral partnership portfolio will help the company
to move from a reactive attitude towards active behavior, in order to
reach the capabilities route of its intentions with actual realizations.
Collaborations should include civil society organizations to fill the
institutional void of the societal triangulation and to create an
opportunity space. A greater focus on the SDGs will improve an outside-
in perspective to prevent the exclusive selection of easy-to-solve issues.
Incorporating additional SDGs, such as SDG 9, 10 and 11 could help to
select sustainability challenges that are equally beneficial to society and
the environment. Combined with charismatic leadership that

inspires a collective feeling, a coherent vision of
the firm’s sustainability ambitions should be
established and will increase followership with
customers, employees and partners. It can
enhance credibility and even financial
performance, as the company stimulates a race to
the top within its industry. Instead of just trying to
‘avoid harm’, by reducing pollution and other
negative externalities, Duke Energy can move
towards ‘doing good’ through the creation of
positive externalities, such as the transformation of
the utilities sector into a zero-carbon industry with
civil involvement to advance value creation across
all sectors.

The firm is aiming at an active approach
towards sustainability. However, its
realizations are currently characterized by
rather reactive behavior:3

• Responsive Route directed at
sustaining a good reputation

• Promotion of renewable energies vs.
heavy reliance on nuclear, natural gas,
coal14 & below average percentage of
renewables12

Heavy reliance on burning fossil 
fuels in utilities sector 

Trend towards stricter local & 
global regulations regarding 
emissions

Higher efficiency & outsourcing of 
firms’ activities à declining 
demand for electricity 

Decreasing dependency on utility 
firms due to disruptive 
technologies (e.g. LED lamps & 
solar panels) 

Duke Energy is focusing a lot of its sustainability efforts on the societal dimension of, among others, employee safety, meeting
the demand of customers4, and the support of communities it serves7, which might come at the expense of an equally weighed
focus on environmental issues. The barrier that the company is facing in this regard can be described as the ‘Selection Bias’,
which highlights the challenge for firms to engage in all necessary CSR activities instead of just choosing the issues that seem to
be the easiest to address16. As characterized by its reactive attitude and its position in the triggering stage of transition, Duke
Energy seems to be engaging in sustainability practices as a result of external stimuli, which could be observed by its reaction to
the 2014 coal ash scandal. Thereby, the firm is not actively seeking to tackle the most important sustainability issues but is rather
selecting challenges that are pressing for its own reputation or that can be easily implemented16, for example through the
distribution of grants. Therefore, only the most obvious issues relating to SDG 7 and 13 are dealt with. Looking at the company’s
partnership portfolio, it can be further noted that several of its partnerships are philanthropic, characterized by charitable
donations to organizations and a one-directional resource flow16.

The traditional approach of assessing where a company is situated at the moment and what it should do next to satisfy different
stakeholders with respect to their expectations is not sufficient anymore, given the complexity and interconnectedness of today’s
sustainability challenges.1 The concept of ‘Reversing Materiality’ suggests an out-side-in perspective, through which the
company bases its actions on the impact on the environment and society as a whole, rather than just the impact on its own
business model.2 The UN SDGs can help a company to develop such an external focus.16

Duke Energy does not seem to focus its sustainability efforts based on a materiality analysis and challenges to address
sustainability issues seem to be selected according to easy implementation. Looking at the annual reports and the general
image as depicted on its website, only a limited focus on the SDGs can be observed. Merely SDG 7 and SDG 13 are mentioned
in its Sustainability Report, while the Annual and Climate Report do not mention the SDGs at all. This lack of an outside-in focus
is contributing to this second barrier of the ‘Reversing Materiality’ issue. The potential of the SDGs can only be realized, if the
company’s strategies can be aligned with the global societal goals.16 This is not the case for Duke, as external pressure and
changing consumer demand seem to be the prevailing driving factors for change, instead of such an alignment.4 A more holistic
view regarding where the company should be positioned in order to ensure a thriving environment and society seems to be
missing.

Intention

Realization

INDUSTRY CHALLENGES11

Duke Energy Foundation: Social Sustainability 
à Supporting communities it serves 
à Distribution of grants to charitable 

organizations
à Employee & Retiree engagement programs  

CORPORATE MOTIVATIONS MAPPING

Climate Report 2020 Goal: 
Environmental Sustainability 
“net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050”
à Cleaner energy solutions 
à Operation of carbon-free 

technologies 
à Collaboration with 

stakeholders 

Focus Areas CSR Commitment: 
à Environment 
à Economic development 
à Education 
à Local community vitality

• Rather transactional & 
philanthropic partnerships 
with one-directional 
resource flow16

• Partnership portfolio 
does not yet include 
cross-sector 
collaborations & civil 
society involvement 

Through its Duke Energy Foundation, the company is financially supporting different social and environmental projects and
organizations, such as the Indiana Natural Resources Foundation and the K-12 Online Education Program.7 While such
initiatives should not be denunciated, it can be argued that they only serve the purpose of avoiding harm and making up for
negative externalities already created by the operations of the company.

By exclusively engaging in partnerships on the philanthropic or transactional side of
the partnership continuum, Duke is only gaining reputational advantages and is
missing out on the strategic benefits it could generate from aligning its partnerships
and CSR activities with its core business operations.16

Important SDGs, such as SDGs 9, 10 and 11, which could effectively
be linked to the firm’s operations are not incorporated into its
sustainability strategy and the firm mostly follows national rather
than global guidelines regarding sustainability.8 Although it is
following the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) for its reporting, the
absence of more precise actions and commitment towards the
SDGs is contributing to an imprecise focus of sustainability actions
and a widening trust gap.

Transition Phase between 
TRIGGERING STAGE & 

INTERNAL ALIGNMENT16

Mapping Duke’s motivations revealed a consistently reactive position. Merely
regarding the HRM department does the company show a more active attitude,
which can be linked to its extensive focus on social sustainability aspects.

• Charitable donations to 
social responsibility & 
environmental 
conservation 
associations  
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Dairy Farmers of America (DFA)
The DFA is a cooperative, established in 1998. As the largest dairy producer in the U.S., 
it is responsible for a significant stake of the dairy related greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions (2). Dairy cattle is responsible for 83.5 Mt of CO2, or 1.3% of the US total (7). 

Product Mix
The DFA purchases raw milk from its farmers and sells milk and derivative products, 
including food components, dairy products, and ingredients to wholesale buyers (2). 
Recently the cooperative expanded its portfolio and started selling a line of blended 
beverage options that combine lactose-free dairy with almonds or oats (3). 

Largest dairy cooperative in the U.S

Owned by 14.500 U.S. farmers across 48 states 

13.6 billion Net Sales in 2018 

SOLUTION

Partnering Portfolio 
The general partnering approach of the 
DFA can be described as rather strategic 
than ad-hoc (11). Most of the 12 partners-
hips follow an integrative intention. For in-
stance, the partnership with ‘Vanguard Re-
newables and Dominion Energy’ facilitates 
innovative solutions to the greenhouse gas 
emissions. Moreover, the cooperative has 
three partnerships which aim even higher 
than profitability enhancements and to-
wards a system change (transformational). 

Societal Positioning 
The DFA is a ‘for-profit‘ firm and owned by 
its dairy farmers.  Therefore, it can be labe-
led as a 4 on the societal positioning. The 
underlying analysis showed that the DFA‘s 
basic attitude is located on level 2 (11).  

Trigger Events
Market Challenges

Milk consumption has been 
on a long term downwards 
slide since the latter half 
of the 21st century, due to 
change in eating habits (9).

An increase in scrutiny 
due to different lawsu-
its (alleged animal cru-
elty, antitrust breach & 
price manipulation) (8).

Increasing pressure on diversifying the 
product portfolio

Increase in environmental awareness 
among consumers (6)

Thin-margin business which is inflexible to 
demand fluctuations (10)

   Mapping the Motives

Bears on the Road
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Governance Structure

Intention Realization Gap

CSR Strategy

Taking care of the 
communities by 
creating jobs, or 
donating money 
and products to 
food banks and 
charities, such as 
the ‘DFA Cares’ 
(2).

Helping to im-
prove efficiency 
and profitability 

of farmers by 
offering well-

being programs 
and leadership 
development 
programs (2).

Announcement 
of the target for 

a net zero carbon 
footprint by 2050 
(30% reduce by 

2030) (2).

The commitment of the DFA toward sustainabilty started 
publically recently. For the first time, DFA presented a 
CSR report in 2020 (2). At first sight, the company seems 
to do very well on their CSR strategy. However, taking a 
critical perspective, the company tends to be focused on 
profits, reducing costs and protecting the reputation of 
the firm.

The DFA‘s governance is characeri-
zed by a high complexity of trans-
actions, vertical integration, and do-
minant managerial control.  In this 
governance structure, the suppliers, 
i.e. farmers, are integrated in the firm, 
but also dependent on the DFA to be 
a steady receiver for milk, as well as 
to provide complementary activities 
such as design, exposure to retail, pa-
ckaging, and logistics. Therefore, the 
market can be characterized as Hie-
rarchy (6).  

Planet PeopleCommu-
nity

Bear #1: 
Legitimacy considerations be-
come overly defensive

Bear #2:
The Technology Trap

Company
Advice:

The underlying analysis, the Better Business Case (BBC), revealed a classic 
business case as entrepreneurial motive of the DFA. However, since the 
cooperative is guided by external influences and stakeholders, the DFA 
may take a responsive route to reach the next level of CSR (11). Along this 
route, the barrier of ‘Legitimacy considerations become overly defensive‘ 
can be identified. 

Considering the production of milk, the U.S. dairy industry has experien-
ced tremendous efficiency gains over the past 70 years. Increasing herd 
sizes and the resulting intensification, combined with demographic shifts 
in society (urbanization), has caused increased scrutiny of the dairy indus-
try by governmental, social and environmental movements and increased 
concern regarding the dairy industry’s sustainability (12). 
As a reaction to institutional and societal motives, the DFA announced as 
the first company within the industry to set a science-based target to re-
duce GHG emissions and step forward in its engagement to sustainability. 
The goal includes a reduction in GHG emissions by 30% in the next decade 
(2). However, what might seem novel at first, is mainly caused by external 
pressure. Since the legitimacy of milk production and livestock farming in 
general has been questioned by some parts of society, the DFA undertook 
this step to defend its reputation and serve its primary stakeholders. In 
reference to CSR, this defensive approach has one major implications:
The problem lies within the acceptance of the institutional status-quo by 
companies such as the DFA and thus, relying on regulations as the major 
force for change. Consequently, companies may not actively seek for new 
ways to prove their legitimacy and rather staying tactical and responding 
to external influences of institutions and society. 

The BBC analysis shows a significant gap between the 
cooperative’s strategic intent and realization. To over-
come such a gap, the company needs to pursue an ac-
tive route and build up capabilities that go beyond nor-
mative, reactive, and tactical behaviour. Along this way, 
the barrier of ‘Technology Trap’ can be identified. 

Methane is a potent planet-warming gas that cattle 
mostly belch into the air and represent one of the ma-
jor problems within the dairy industry. Companies are 
currently working on new technologies to reduce emis-
sions from fermentation, through feed supplements or 
dietary changes (4). Although the technology might 
potentially solve the systemic problem of emissions for 
livestock farms, however, it also takes away the incentive 
for dairy companies to shift its product mix and experi-
ment with dairy alternatives.  This is an illustrative exam-
ple which shows when companies choose the easy way 
out of a transition dilemma and is a potential barrier for 
the DFA, when following an active route (2).

Due to the strong influence of external stakeholders 
and the resulting extrinsic motivation of the DFA, the

DFA, the cooperative faces major internal challenges along the way to a strategic and active attitude. The first issue of a sustainability 
report in 2020 was an important step for the DFA’s CSR strategy, however, the BBC underlined the significant gap between intention 
and realization. The new form of transparency simply displays liability considerations of the firm. Rather than a technological solution, 
as shown in Bear#2, the DFA may benefit from an organizational restructuring to create space for innovative and proactive decision 
makers. This may be implemented through new HR policies.



DPDHL's  generic motivations are 

 reactive (see figure). They propose

a rich value proposition, but their

leadership style has been more

transactional, and their strategy

has been efficiency focused. 

Their systemic ambitions are also

on the reactive side but in the

transition of becoming active (see

figure).  

ICR approaches are on the active

route (see figure). There is thus an

intention-realization gap as they

view sustainability as an

opportunity but their main narrative

has been to prevent harm.

Ecological 

- Use of electric vehicles  

- Increasing carbon efficiency 

- Planting trees

- GoGreen initiative 

Social 

- Disaster management (GoHelp)

- Improving employability (GoTeach)

- Volunteering initiative 

Economic

- GRI 4 standard to improve

transparency  

Barriers

- Aligning sustainability
ambitions with current
business to close the gap 

- Open and more radical
innovation to effectively
address sustainability issues
of the industry  
 
- Adopt a collaborative
approach and expand
partnership portfolio to
more collaborations within
the sector (emphasis on
SDG 17)

- "Walk the talk" 

- Movement to agile
leadership to better 
 address sustainability
throughout the company 

- Move from limiting
negative externalities to
creating positive
externalities  

- A correct understanding
of the issue 

- Internalization of
externalities 

- Industry is value distructive  

- Cultural, administrative and
geographical distances

- Cultural and geographical 
 distance between Germany
and outside of Europe   

Realization Intention

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Climate change is an issue of systemic nature, companies

therefore need to be active in their motives and approach to

prevent the issue from recurring (van Tulder, 2018b). 

DHPDHL’s approach however has been reactive. Their

sustainability initiatives are focused on complying to

governmental regulations, as the climate law, through eco-

efficient measures. It is however possible for resource

productivity to improve and for natural systems to decline

(Dyllick and Hockerts, 2013). It is therefore also important to

consider spill-over effects (Luttrop, 2000). 

DPDHL’s approach also illustrates a status quo bias. Even

though DPDHL is adapting to changing circumstances through

technical innovations they still are motivated by maintaining

‘business as usual’. Instead of effectively addressing

sustainability issues in the industry. Overall, the company thus

shows an incorrect understanding of the issue by applying a

reactive approach of incremental innovations and eco-efficient

solutions to a systemic problem.

To move past the barrier and get a correct

understanding of the systemic issue, DPDHL

needs to adopt a more proactive

approach (van Tulder, 2018b). They should

consider broadening their sustainable

ambitions within their business model by

focusing on closing production loops and

investing in innovative and entrepreneurial

solutions for societal change, while

collaborating with stakeholders and

other companies in the industry. DPDHL is

implementing incremental innovations while

more radical innovation can better

address the problem. More genuine

strategies allow for growth and innovation

within the company and sector, crowding

out less efficient and more polluting

strategies (Csutora, 2011).

To move past the barrier sustainability

needs to become part of the core

business. By doing so the global

environmental load can decrease as a result

of innovative and sustainable practices

(Csutora, 2011). This again requires a more

proactive approach and a collaborative

attitude (van Tulder, 2018b). As DPDHL is a

global company internalizing sustainability

requires the consideration of countries

perhaps needing different initiatives instead

of a global approach (Lozano, 2012). 

As mentioned, top management’s

commitment to sustainability is slightly

decoupled from commitment at other levels

of the company. The values of top

management need to be aligned throughout

the company to achieve sustainable

practices.

As of right now, sustainability issues are not sufficiently

internalized and have become a separate activity of

DPDHL. Creating an internalization challenge.

Environmental externalities need to be internalized further

in order to make sustainability part of the core business.

DPDHL’s sustainability policy is clear but engagement does

not automatically lead to impact, creating a policy-

performance paradox (Csutora, 2011). 

Furthermore, from a more global perspective the top

manager’s values and commitment and participation to

environmental management is decoupled from the

internalization of environmental management requirements

at the operational level. Environmental benefits are

dependent on the internalization of externalities and

proposed measures of the company within daily practices

as change is achieved throughout the company and

cannot be achieved by top management alone (Todaro,

Testa, Daddi and Iraldo, 2019).

Barrier 1: Barrier 2:

Routing 

Solution

Intention-realization gap

Intention

Generic

systemic

ICR

Supply

chain

Marketing

HRM

Finance

Sourcing

Innovation 

ActiveInactive Reactive

 This shows there is a (small) intention-realization gap for the

company. DPDHL thus faces the challenge to align the

organization of business activities with their sustainability

ambitions (van Tulder, 2018a).

Product
Parcel delivery & supply
chain management

Value Chain
Service firm with a
hierarchal value chain
governance

Internationalization
(Mixed and strategic
motives for
internationalization)
Globally operating
company. Most important
country the home country

Governance
Public limited company,
20% of shares owned by
KnF Bankengruppe
(government owned). Other
80% are free float shares

- Climate Law: all European

companies need to be carbon

neutral by 2050 (EC, 2020)

- Globalization 

_ Rise of platforms leading to

more competition 

DHL offers public as well as private

services as a public limited global

company. 80% of shares are free

float, these shareholders are

addressed in reporting. Therefore,

their position in the market is stronger

than in government regulations, thus

identifying as a type 7 'semi-public'

company.

DPDHL is currently on the capability route (route C) (see figure),

in the internal alignment phase, driving the company through the

transition in which sustainability strategy will become a core

activity. 

This however comes with challenges. For DPDHL this requires a

change in leadership style from more transactional to agile

leadership (Duurzaam bedrijfsleven and RSM, 2020).  

Position is relatively reactive. The company’s intentions are

therefore identified as reactive and active, and their realization

as reactive (see figure). Bringing ICR to the next level 

DPDHL is a German Public
company based in Bonn. The
group  emerged from Deutsche
Post AG and DHL in 2002.
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Intention-
realization gap

Sunk costs Next level
ICR

Industry & Distance

Trigger events

Societal triangle

The company

Current CSR

Solution

Analytical scheme

ICR motives

It is the world leading
delivery and logistics
company
Aggregating 63 million Euros
in 2019 (DHL, 2020)

A correct understanding of the issue Internalization of externalities

Avoiding harm

Doing good

Reactive

Active



Barrier #1: Avoiding harm – Coding Dilemma

As discussed, Cargill’s reputation has suffered a lot because of their suppliers’ practices. Actors of its supply chain crossing the

legal boundaries have hurt Cargill’s reputation deeply, putting many of Cargill’s most important clients in a the position ask for a

more active and strict policy from Cargill’s behalf towards them. It is also known that Cargill’s reactions towards illegitimate

operations have been quite slow. In the IOI case, Cargill was the last company following Unilever, Kellogg Company and others to

cancel their contract with them, let alone that it took months of public pressure. Some time later, Cargill even resumed their

contract with IOI. The case though, is that Cargill’s reactions towards unsustainable practices have been really slow in the past. It

took months to severe ties with REPSA, after it was linked with overturning a court decision by using outlaw enforcement in

Guatemala. (Mighty Earth). It is also implied that Cargill has made great profits by honouring such business cooperative schemes

(Uzbek Cotton Child Slavery Case). The coding dilemma refers to situations where firms need to address several issues of non-

compliant stakeholders – either referring to employees or supplies and is associated with the Reactive Route (B). Through this

transitional tactic, it is on the one hand considered crucial to develop a code of conduct which is very in-depth and detailed , but

on the other hand, a strict code is relatively easy to evade hence companies cannot rely on it to motivate their suppliers towards

the right decisions in the right way. Cargill’s case is a great showcasing example of how essential it is to not rely on a code of

conduct solely.

Recommendations

Cargill has taken actions towards aligning their suppliers towards their SDG approach, developing a code of conduct. Taking as

granted that a strict and detailed code is not panacea, Cargill must change perspective towards its supply chain, and integrate it

in a generic partnership strategy through which, Cargill will be able to:

a. Constantly monitor their supplier’s practices

b. Enhance, train, consult and utilize their know-how in order to diminish the need for illegitimate practices and

c. Engage with their suppliers’ shareholders (local communities, employees, civil actors)

And most importantly, consider their suppliers as partners whose actions reflect on Cargill’s reputation. Strategic communication

and trusting relationship development should be the principles for Cargill’s strategy from now on.

Barrier #2: Doing Good – A coordination and scaling challenge
This challenge rises during the capabilities route (Route C), and refers to the case when firms that operate in various
countries (Cargill operates in around 70), are struggling to coordinate their ICR strategy everywhere. This perspective
matches Cargill’s operations to 9 out of the 17 SDGs set by the United Nations, but a this is a rather narrow analysis; the
food industry plays a major role in the transition towards a more sustainable future, coping with various challenges:
Overpopulation, Malnutrition, Biodiversity protection and the list goes on (WWF, 2020). Cargill employees over 150
thousands of people world-wide, but its sustainability strategy is mostly implemented in its homeland, USA, where
approximately 35% of its employees live. Apart from that, Cargill’s cocoa, soy and palm oil production processes affect the
production countries way more than the US), while the globality of its value chain also dictates for a more integrated and
coordinated approach of its ICR strategy and implementation. Cargill’s annual report for 2020 refers to respecting
minorities in the home country (12% of the total workforce originate from minority communities of the US), but also for
forcing for gender equality (30% of global leadership roles in Cargill are filled by women). In this annual report, no other
information in regards to a universal and integrated Human Resources Management is given, while in regards to Cargill’s
environmental policies, the data is also vague and not referring to the whole of Cargill’s value chain. Cargill emphasizes its
sustainability and resilience strategy through its website and annual reports of the last years, but still, they have not
developed nor implemented an integrated strategy towards tackling grand sustainability issues systemically, but instead,
their emphasis is selective and reactive.
Recommendations
Cargill has partnered with some organizations and institutes (Cargill, 2020) that tackle societal and environmental
challenges in some locations in which Cargill operates in. In its intention to “do good”, Cargill should avoid investing in
charity actions and non-strategic partnerships but focus on promoting an inside-out ICR strategy. Steps towards this
direction are:

1. Map and categorize the different socio-ecosystems of operation
2. Identify the urgent needs of its ecosystem category
3. Develop systematic-driven solutions, focusing on radically resolving the issues and not just pledge and
implement philanthropy actions
4. Monitor the primary and secondary shareholder value creation via bidirectional communication with the
respective communities and civil actors
5. Analyse feedback and optimize practices according to each specific ecosystem

Company Overview 
Trigger Events

• Concerns have been raised about Cargill's environmental 
and human rights record in a number of industries and 
countries, by the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) 
and other organizations since at least the early 2000s.
• Accusations by Greenpeace that Cargill has contributed to 
deforestation of the Amazon forest. Greenpeace protests 
contributed to Cargill's port being shut down from 2007 to 
2012.
• Ongoing lawsuit involving child slave labour in the 
chocolate industry in the Ivory Coast, Cargill has invested 
millions into programs such as the Implementation of Child 
Labour Monitoring and Remediation System (CLMRS) in 
2019.
• Named “The Worst Company in the World” in a Mighty 
Earth’s report
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Barrier Analysis

Based in Minnetonka, Minnesota, USA and incorporated in 
Wilmington, Delaware and founded in 1865

Largest (in terms of revenue) American privately held global 
food corporation , 88% of the firm belong to Cargill Family

Would be #15 on the Fortune 500 if it was a public company 

Subject of criticism related to the environment, human 
rights, finance and other ethical issues

155k Employees in 70 countries

Delivering products to more than 125 countries

NOURISHING THE WORLD PROTECTING THE PLANET VALUING COMMUNITIES

Good agricultural practices Water Resources Health and safety

Food safety and nutrition
Climate Change Support for socio-environmental 

projects

Innovation in the food 
system

Land Use
Volunteering in local 

communities

Inactive Reactive Active Proactiv

e
Generic

Systemic

Motivations

ICR

Approaches

Supply

Chain
Marketing

HRM

Natural

Sourcing

Innovation

Finance

Sunk Costs
➢ Products & Services:

Agricultural & farming, 
industrial & financial 
services,  food & 
beverages, animal 
nutrition, and 
transportation services

➢ Value Chain:
Inbound logistics, expertise to 
farmers, agricultural 
commodities processing, 
outbound logistics
➢ Internationalization:
Offices in 70 countries, 
Presence in 125 countries
➢ Governance:
88% to Cargill family, BoD of 
11 executives

Next Level ICR
➢ Develop and 

promote 
sustainability 
through the 
whole value 
chain

➢ Implement a 
coordinated ICR 
strategy and 
monitor-optimize 
frequently 
depending on 
the respective 
ecosystem 

Industry and Distance
➢ Cultural and geographical distance
➢ Unsustainable supplier practices

Bears on the Road
➢ Coding Dilemma
➢ A coordination and 

scaling challenge

Path Dependency
Gap realisation (intention vs realization)



Company Information
• CEO: Warren Buffet or the “Oracle of Omaha” is the CEO, board

member and major shareholder owning 30% of the company [1]

• Headquarters: Omaha, Nebraska, United Strates

• Key Stats: Employees 392K, Revenues $254B, Assets $820B [2]

• Focus: Insurance, Transportation, Energy and Investing [2]

• Major Holdings: Apple Inc. 44%, Bank of America 11%, Coca-Cola

Company 9% and American Express 7% [3]

Trigger Events
• Systemic threat of climate change increasing 

financial risks

• Acknowledgment of ESG investing and 

increase in demand for ESG investing

• Underperforming stock returns to 

benchmarks such as the SP500 [2]

• Criticism on lack of sustainability reporting, 

being rated worse than Exxon [4]

Company Position
• Governance: Publicly traded at the NYSE

• Strategy: Insurance to generate cash, investing the money in

companies with solid fundamentals and consistent earnings

for a “cheap” price, also called “Value-Investing”.

• CSR: Company is mainly focused on satisfying shareholders,

philanthropy, only reporting of financial data.

• Internationalization: Driven by mixed motives, both

intrinsic and extrinsic, focused on seeking investment

opportunities and minimizing risk.

AAPL
44%

BAC
11%

KO
9%

AXP
7%

Other
21%

Inactive Reactive Active Proactive

Generic X

Systemic Motivations X

ICR Approaches X

Supply Chain X

Marketing X

ICR HRM X

Finance X

Natural Sourcing X

Innovation X

The frameworks from the

book “Getting all the

Motives Right” by van

Tulder are used [5].

Berkshire Hathaway’s

motivations are dominantly

reactive. Mainly acting due

to external factors such as

regulations or crises.

Warren Buffet has been clear in its approach towards Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), where he argues that the

money of shareholders should not be used for social purposes [6]. The general motives of the company are dominated

by limiting negative externalities while interfering as little as possible with their subsidiaries, capturing value rather

than creating value. Systemic motivations too are driven by Warren’s vision on CSR, where the responsibility of social

and environmental sustainability should be with the government. The ICR approach is concentrated towards the main

shareholders, where shareholder value maximization is the main goal. The marketing efforts of the company are only

focused on providing shareholders with the necessary and legally required financial information. Financially,

Berkshire Hathaway focuses on protecting the investments of shareholders and Sustainable Finance 1.0.

Sunk Costs

Capturing Value

Shareholder Value 

Focused

Limited/One-sided 

Governance

Doing What is Required

Financial Intermediary

Intention-realisation Gap

Industry and Distance

Increasing Risks

Short-Term Orientation

Financial Underperformance

Value Creation

Strategic Allocation

ESG Reporting

Sustainable Finance 3.0

Long-Term Value 

Creation

ESG Shareholder Voting

Intermediary Variables

Risk Aversion

Selection Bias

Transition Pathway

Analytical Model
The model on the right gives a

general overview of the current

state of Berkshire Hathaway, the

current industry challenges and

trigger events the company is

facing, the two bears on the road:

Risk Aversion and Selection Bias.

As well as the proposed solutions

for Berkshire Hathaway in order to

both tackle the bears as well as

creating long-term (shareholder)

value for the company.

Intention & Realization
To better understand where Berkshire Hathaway is

currently positioned, as well as where they intend to

be, the Better Business Scan framework created by

Duurzaam Bedrijfsleven was used [7]. Berkshire

Hathaway is currently still in the compliance phase,

focusing on compliance with regulations and

shareholder needs. The company needs to focus on

Route B, the responsive route to reactively avoid

doing harm, while focusing on Route C, the

capabilities route, to actively do good. Both roads

have its major challenges or “bears” that prevent

Berkshire Hathaway from achieving International

Corporate Responsibility (ICR).

Mapping the 

Motivations

Current Stock  

Portfolio

Barrier 2: Selection Bias
One pitfall of becoming more active in CSR is that a company

will focus on ecological aspects only, or engages in

philanthropic activities which are not related to the core

business and therefore do not make a difference [5]. In ESG

investing, a selection bias can occur for example since

companies that scored higher on governance, historically

generated higher returns [10]. This can lead to the situation

where Berkshire Hathaway only invests in companies that are

well managed and score high on governance, ignoring both

the social and environmental aspect of ESG. Implementing

internal alignment practices in its core activities but still

making a limited impact on society. By ignoring the

environment, the company will create risks that will affect

their business due to climate change, ignoring both social

aspect and governance will lead to negative reputation. Hence

acknowledging that all areas of ESG investing are equally

important will have the most impact, while only focusing on

certain challenges will leave the impact rather limited

Barrier 1: Risk Aversion
In prospect theory, faced with a risky choice with a potential

gain, humans are risk-averse, while faced with a risky choice

with a potential to lose, humans are risk-seeking [8]. The

same applies to Berkshire Hathaway, where from a risk

management perspective, the company willingly takes it

chances by not taking into account any Environmental, Social

or Governance (ESG) criteria, creating risk and consequently

destroying shareholder value in the future. On the other hand

the company is also hesitant in changing their investment

policy, being afraid of giving in returns due to deviating from

their current established strategy which is focused on

shareholder value and strong earnings only. This is actually

counter-productive, since taking into account environmental

risk will generate larger future returns due to prevented losses

from climate change and financial crises that will occur more

often [9]. The hesitant attitude leads to Berkshire Hathaway

being stuck with reactive motives, only acting due to

regulatory or shareholder pressure.

Solution
First of all, Berkshire Hathaway should acknowledge that ESG investing and

implementing CSR in their business model can create shareholder value rather than

destroying it. Hence, the company should implement ESG criteria in their investment

philosophy in order to create value for Berkshire Hathaway as well as by their

investment decisions, the company can decide where value is created.

Second, Berkshire Hathaway is the largest institutional investor in the world, hence by

using their power in shareholder voting, the company can truly make a difference by

steering companies into the more responsible direction [11]. To achieve this, Berkshire

Hathaway does need to partner with other big institutional investors such as BlackRock,

in order to achieve a majority vote at shareholder meetings of more than 50%.

Finally, Berkshire Hathaway should also demand better and more complete ESG data

on stocks. More accurate and available data will make the process of ESG investing

easier for investors since it becomes easier to filter out “junk” [12]. By creating

institutional demand for such data, Berkshire Hathaway and other financial institutions

can set a standard for the quality of data, as well as making ESG consideration in

investment decisions more mainstream.



ABN AMRO Bank N.V is a Dutch bank that dates back to 1824 
HQ: Amsterdam

Retail (54% of assets), commercial, private, and 
corporate & institutional banking

17.977 employees in 20 countries of which 14,800 
in the Netherlands

Focus on Northwest Europe

Dutch state (through NLFI): 56.3%
STAK AAB (private shares): 50.1%

Financial crisis 2008
Dutch government acquired 

banks to prevent 
bankruptcy. Consequently, 

ABN AMRO became a 
semi-public institution, 

exposed to public scrutiny.³

1

Paris Climate 
Agreement 2015 
Finance should be 
consistent with “a 

pathway towards low 
greenhouse gas 
emissions and 
climate-resilient 
development.”⁴ 

2

Dutch Circular 
Economy Program
Aims to achieve a 

circular economy by 
2050.⁵

3

Intergrated
Firm

Complexity of products and 
services has led to an 
integrated value chain 

governance structure. All 
segments of the value 

chain are vertically 
integrated, as they are 

organized in-house by ABN 
AMRO. Explicit coordinati-
on is high as the bank has 

to cope with client 
confidentiality, competition 
laws, and low degrees of 

supplier competence.²

Value chain governance
The for profit nature of ABN 
AMRO would suggest ABN 
falls within the ‘public 
companies’ category.⁶ 
However, due to its status as a 
partially state owned organiza-
tion⁷, the position shifts 
towards the public sector, 
falling in the semi-public 
category. 

Societal position 

Materiality matrix ABN AMRO
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Transition pathway ABN AMRO Intention-realization gap

Motivation mapping 

ABN AMRO is gradually moving from a 
reactive towards a more active 

strategy, characterized by a high level 
of coherence. The bank finds itself in a 

phase of internal alignment in which 
both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations 

influence the ICR approach. This 
transition pathway is also called the 

capability route, on which choices and 
trade-offs are made based on the 

capabilities of the company. The better 
business scan further indicates that the 
gap between intention and realization 
for ABN is relatively small. While the 
intentions are reactive & active, the 

realization is relatively active.⁸ 

ICR motivations

While the mapping has shown that the intention-realization gap for ABN AMRO is not very large, it still faces 
certain challenges in moving from an active capabilities route to a more proactive collaborative route. The 
incumbent curse is one of those barriers.¹⁵ While incremental innovations can be introduced by actors within 
the existing regime, incumbent firms, radical innovations emerge in niches and are, therefore, most often 
introduced by small, new firms.¹⁶ Proactive sustainability strategies often involve radical innovations, which 
can threaten the position of incumbent firms.¹⁷ The incumbent’s curse is caused by a buildup of prior 
experiences and investments that create structural inertia and competency traps. Meaning that firms have 
developed an elaborate knowledge and resource base which makes it more complicated to change the way 
in which it operates or get invested in new markets.¹⁸ Moreover, the threat of radical innovations to the 
profitability of its existing products and services leads to the implementation of defensive strategies by 
incumbent firms, that protect their own interests and often hamper new markets from arising.¹⁹ 
Even after downsizing on an international scale, ABN AMRO maintains its position as an incumbent bank in 
the Netherlands.²⁰ The bank manages many assets and has a wide variety of outstanding loans. While it has 
decided not to make new investments in unsustainable projects, outstanding loans and investments in 
unsustainable projects and businesses cannot be abruptly retracted. In contrast to a bank such as Triodos 
Bank that is only involved in sustainable finance, ABN AMRO does not possess the luxury of such radical 
change. For existing clients, the bank can only make a best effort to support a transition of those companies 
towards a sustainable business model. Moreover, in comparison to smaller Dutch banks that are known for 
their sustainability policies (Triodos Bank and ASN Bank), ABN AMRO has lost its comparative advantage. It 
is not to be said that the bank does invest in sustainable innovation, but the fact that it's largely dependent 
on the existing market in which it is embedded, disincentivizes radical investments in such innovations and, 
therefore, innovation remains incremental.²¹
In order to overcome the incumbent’s curse, ABN AMRO will have to let go of its business as usual attitude 
towards innovation and view innovation in the field of CSR as an opportunity rather than a risk. In order to 
achieve this, the bank will have to invest in embedding this mindset within the company, but also creating 
and developing the required knowledge and competence base to participate in niche markets. While it is not 
absolutely necessary for ABN AMRO to become a frontrunner in sustainable innovation overnight due to its 
high profitability in existing markets, the bank and its employees should become more aware of the 
potential risks of lacking behind in this area. Moreover, ABN AMRO lacks a clear innovation governance 
and direction. While it has identified its impact sectors and societal and ecological risks, it has no clear 
vision on the concrete implementation of a more proactive CSR policy and the innovations that are needed. 
Therefore, developing a clear strategy and governance on sustainable innovation will improve the innovati-
on processes within the bank. 

ABN AMRO experiences several challenges on its current pathway from reactive to active ICR policy. One of 
those challenges is the creation of defensive strategies due to the presence of legitimacy considerations. 
Trigger events such as the financial crisis have put financial institutions under pressure to review their value 
creation process, putting emphasis on legitimacy. Legitimacy considerations are seen as one of the 
incentives for environmental and social disclosure⁹. Legitimacy theory argues that organizations are inclined 
to use reporting and transparency as a way of defending its position¹⁰. It is seen as a resource on which an 
organization depends for its existence, a contract with society to adhere to certain norms and values or a 
license to operate¹¹. As a consequence of this approach, organizations disclose information rather for 
strategic reasons than as a form of assuming responsibility.¹² Research has shown a negative relationship 
between quantity of sustainability disclosure and actual sustainability performance.¹³ 

While ABN AMRO certainly counts a number of sustainable initiatives, its main focus is integrated reporting. 
The bank takes a ‘core & more’ approach to reporting, through which it publishes a general Annual Review 
complimented by annual Impact Reports and Human Rights reports. In these reports ABN AMRO provides 
almost full disclosure on their practices by calculating its impact. Even though ABN AMRO presents their 
reports as full disclosure, their value statements remain abstract and vague. In addition, the impact of such 
integrated reporting has not yet achieved a significant impact on decision making within ABN AMRO and was 
met with high levels of skepticism within the firm. The report received additional external critique on the 
oversimplification of sustainability problems through monetization practices.¹⁴ One could, therefore, argue 
that ABN AMRO uses the integrated reporting approach as a method to gain legitimacy which is mainly 
symbolic. 

In order to move on from this reactive route, ABN AMRO will have to focus on further embedding knowledge 
about social and environmental capital impacts within the organization. The acknowledged skepticism 
indicates that the firm will have to integrate its motivations and ambitions further throughout its departments 
in order to capture the full value of such integrated reporting. This can be achieved through training and 
education of employees and other primary stakeholders. In addition, the integrated reporting is a good first 
step, but should be followed up by the creation of concrete actions or strategies throughout the different 
segments of the firm. Including those segments that do not seem to have a clear link with sustainability. 

Partnership portfolio 

The figure on the left depicts the most important 
partnerships that ABN AMRO is currently involved in. 
While it is involved in transformational engagement 

with some firms, state agencies, and research institu-
tes, its engagement with civil society and international 
organizations is primarily philanthropic and transactio-
nal. In this area ABN AMRO could have a significant 
positive impact through solidifying those partnerships 

into transformational partnerships.

The figure on the right depicts the analytical compo-
nents of the ICR transition of ABN AMRO.  

Analytical model

Barrier 1 | Legitimacy considerations  Barrier 2 | �e incumbent’s curse  

Trigger events

Company overview1 

‘Support clients in sustainability transition’

- Support clients with financial problems
- Scan clients for human rights risks 

CSR narrative and strategy22

Customers

Driving ABN AMRO’s ICR strategy to the next level

Sunk cost & 
position 

- Product mix 
Retail, private, commercial, 
corporate & institutional banking 
(loans, investments, insurance 
etc.)

- Value chain 
Financial products and services
Hierarchical value chain

- Governance 
Semi-public company 
Dutch state 56.3%
Private shares 50.1%

- Internationalization 
Global company with focus on 
Northwest Europe 
Active in 20 countries 

Intervening variables 

Next steps in ICR 

Barriers to change 

- Legitimacy considerations 
- The incumbent’s curse 
- Low-hanging fruit dilemma 
- Governance gap 
- Stakeholder distance

Pathway
Reactive to Active 

Create a clear strategy and 
governance on sustainable 
innovation 

Working towards 
transformational 
engagement with civil society 

Aim to create positive impact 
instead of focusing on 
disclosure 

Integrate ambitions and 
motivations troughout 
departments, through 
education and training of 
employees

‘Banking for better, for generations to come’ 

‘Building a future proof bank’
- Foster greater diversity 
- Collective Labour Agreement - Improved     
benefits 
- Employment of former refugees in IT
- Employee empowerment and training 

Employees

Environment

- Mission 2030
  Increased energy efficiency in homes 
- Integrated reporting 
- Energy Transition Fund 
- Increasing green bonds 

Society

‘Do no harm’
- Reducing negative costs to zero 
- ABN AMRO does not finance activities that are 
not ecologically, socially, or ethically responsible 
according to them. 
- Social impact bonds 

Source: ABN AMRO. (2019). Value-creating topics 2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.abnamro.com/nl/over-abnamro/jaarverslag/downloadpagina/index.html

- Stakeholder distance with 
indirect stakeholders 
- Cultural & geographical 
distance are small because of 
the focus on European market 
which is regulated by the EU 


